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Abstract— This article presents a 140-GHz frequency-1

modulated continuous-wave (FMCW) radar transceiver fea-2

turing transmit/receive (TX/RX) antenna sharing that address3

a TX/RX beam misalignment problem when large-aperture4

lenses/mirrors/reflectarrays are used for pencil beam forming.5

A full-duplexing technique based on circular polarization and6

geometrical symmetry is applied to mitigate the 3 dB + 3 dB inser-7

tion loss inherent to conventionally adopted directional couplers,8

while still maintaining high TX-to-RX isolation. In addition,9

a self-adaptive self-interference cancellation (SIC) is implemented10

to suppress extra leakage due to antenna mismatch from a11

desired frontside radiation scheme. The TX/RX antenna sharing12

enables the pairing with a large 3-D printed planar lens and13

boosts the measured effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) to14

25.2 dBm. The measured total radiated power and minimum15

single-sideband noise figure (SSB NF) including antenna and16

duplexer losses are 6.2 dBm and 20.2 dB, respectively. The17

measured total TX-RX isolation is 33.3 dB under 14-GHz wide18

FMCW chirps. Based on a 65-nm complimentary metal–oxide–19

semiconductor (CMOS) technology, the chip has a die area of20

3.1 mm2 and consumes 405 mW of dc power. Among all reported21

sub-THz transceivers with TX/RX antenna sharing, this work22
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demonstrates the highest total radiated power and is the only 23

work that has >30 dB of TX-RX isolation while mitigating the 24

inherent 6 dB coupler loss.
25

Index Terms— Angular resolution, complimentary metal– 26

oxide–semiconductor (CMOS), frequency-modulated continuous- 27

wave (FMCW), full-duplex, monostatic radar, self-interference 28

cancellation (SIC), terahertz (THz), transmit/receive (TX/RX) 29

antenna sharing.
30

I. INTRODUCTION 31

H IGH-resolution integrated radars are crucial in nowa- 32

days’ automotive, vital sign, and security sensing appli- 33

cations [1], [2], [3]. Radars operating in the microwave and 34

low-millimeter-wave regimes [3], [4], [5], [6], [7] require 35

large aperture size to achieve high angular resolution, for 36

example, a 24-GHz radar requires ∼60×60-cm2 aperture area 37

to realize 1◦ beamwidth. In addition, ranging resolution is also 38

limited by the small absolute bandwidth. LiDARs [8], [9], [10], 39

while providing excellent resolution, cannot operate reliably 40

in environments with degraded visual (e.g., cloudy, rainy, etc.) 41

conditions [11], [12], [13] or strong light interference. In com- 42

parison, the sub-terahertz/terahertz (sub-THz/THz) spectrum 43

shows great opportunities in both high-resolution and all- 44

weather radar imaging capabilities. In [14], a 260-GHz com- 45

plimentary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) reflectarray 46

with a size of 5.4 × 5.4 cm2 enables imaging with 1◦ angular 47

resolution in both azimuth and elevation. In [15], a CMOS 48

frequency-modulated continuous-wave (FMCW) radar scan- 49

ning from 220 to 320 GHz delivers 1.5-mm ranging resolution. 50

For isolation between the radar transmitter (TX) and the 51

receiver (RX), bistatic configuration1 with separate TX and 52

RX antenna positions is commonly adopted [16], [17], [18], 53

[19], [20]. However, in non-MIMO high-angular resolution 54

systems, the radar transceiver should pair with a large-size 55

lens/reflector for beam collimation. The bistatic arrangement 56

then causes severe misalignment between the peaks of TX 57

1Single-chip radars with separate TX and RX antennas are sometimes also
considered as “monostatic” due to the small absolute separation value. Here,
we still refer those as “bistatic” and use phrases “TX/RX antenna sharing”
and “monostatic” interchangeably.
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Fig. 1. Misalignment of TX and RX beams in bistatic radars.

and RX beam patterns, ITX(θ, φ), and IRX(θ, φ) (see Fig. 1),58

which from geometrical optics [21] can be quantified as59

α

Bm
≈ C tan−1

(
d

F

)
D

λ
≈ C

d/λ

F/D
(1)60

where α is the angle between the TX and RX beams, Bm is61

the 3-dB angular beamwidth, d � F is the distance between62

TX and RX antennas, C is a constant that relates to aperture63

shape, and F and D are the focal length and diameter of64

the optics, respectively. Since ITX(θ, φ) · IRX(θ, φ) determines65

the overall imager response, the above misalignment not only66

broadens the equivalent imaging spot size (Beq in Fig. 1),67

but also causes link budget loss. The numerical calculation68

in Fig. 1, assuming a square optical aperture (or C ≈ 1)69

with a typical F/D = 1, shows that an antenna separation70

of only one wavelength already leads to a misalignment α71

equal to the formed beamwidth Bm and 6-dB round trip loss.72

A similar situation was reported in [22], where a 4-mm TX73

and RX antenna separation at 122 GHz causes a 6◦ beam74

misalignment, which is larger than the width of the collimated75

beam with 29-dBi directivity.76

Radar transceivers with a shared TX and RX antenna (ANT)77

interface, or monostatic configuration, are therefore required78

in the above scenario. However, to isolate the FMCW TX79

and RX signals, a circulator or a directional/hybrid coupler is80

normally required [4], [5], [6], [7], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27],81

[28]; however, the former is not suitable for on-chip integration82

and operations above 100 GHz, and the latter typically leads83

to an inherent 3-dB insertion loss in the TX-to-ANT path,84

and another inherent 3-dB loss in the ANT-to-RX path [25],85

[26]. With the unavoidable impedance mismatch (hence signal86

reflection) at the ANT interface, the degraded TX-to-RX87

isolation also often causes problems including, but not limited88

to, receiver saturation and excessive amplitude/phase noise.89

In [29], the aforementioned inherent coupler insertion loss is90

mitigated through two sets of hybrid couplers and a quad-feed91

circularly polarized antenna. However, the achieved 26 dB92

isolation relies on excellent antenna matching enabled by93

Fig. 2. Principles of CP waves for duplexing. (a) RHCP TX wave with
a common-mode stimulus at V1 and V2 ports. (b) LHCP RX wave with
differential outputs at V1 and V2 ports.

backside radiation through a silicon lens, which increases cost 94

and packaging complexity. 95

This article presents a 140-GHz 65-nm CMOS monostatic 96

radar transceiver, which was originally reported in [30]. It not 97

only circumvents the 6-dB inherent insertion loss of cou- 98

plers, but also facilitates low-cost and packaging-complexity 99

frontside radiation through an adaptive self-interference can- 100

cellation (SIC). In Section II, basic principles of our techniques 101

are given. Then, Section III provides design details of the 102

on-chip antenna and some key circuit blocks. In Section IV, 103

electrical performances of the transceiver chip are character- 104

ized. The chip achieves 33.3 dB of total TRX isolation under 105

14-GHz-wide FMCW chirps, and total radiated power and 106

minimum single-sideband noise figure (SSB NF), including 107

on-chip antenna and duplexer losses, of 6.2 dBm and 20.2 dB, 108

respectively. A system demonstration including a detachable 109

3-D printed planar lens is also described in Section IV 110

and shows accurate TX/RX beam alignment. The article is 111

concluded in Section V with a comparison with other state- 112

of-the-art sub-THz monostatic radars. 113

II. OPERATION PRINCIPLES AND SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 114

A. Inherent-Loss-Free Full Duplexing 115

In an FMCW radar, commonly adopted time and frequency 116

duplexing schemes are not feasible. Our work, instead, utilizes 117

wave polarization for in-band full duplexing. As shown in 118

Fig. 2(a), a turnstile antenna with quadrature phase feed 119

generates a right-handed circularly polarized (RHCP) wave 120

radiation; and when the wave reaches an object and gets 121

reflected back, it becomes left-handed circularly polarized 122

(LHCP). In that case, the handedness of the CP waves car- 123

ries the intrinsic difference between the TX and RX waves. 124
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Fig. 3. Principle of a low-inherent-loss dual-slot duplexer. (a) Duplexer
geometry. (b) Simulated performance of the duplexer.

To translate this information into separable circuit signals, the125

turnstile antenna is driven by two feed ports V1 and V2 [see126

Fig. 2(a)]. With a 90◦ delay line in the V2 path, a common-127

mode excitation (i.e., V1 = V2) creates an RHCP radiation128

in the TX mode. Then, a key observation regarding the129

reflected LHCP wave is while the direction of its propagation130

is reversed, the direction of the rotation of its electrical131

field remains the same. As a result, the received RX wave132

excites signals with the same relative phases among the four133

antenna branches as in the TX mode. Interestingly, as shown134

in Fig. 2(b), with the additional 90◦ delay in the V2 path, the135

RX signal at the V1 and V2 ports is now in differential mode136

(i.e., V1 = −V2).137

Next, to redirect these two mode components to correspond-138

ing TX and RX circuits, a compact, dual-slot-based duplexer139

structure is adopted [see Fig. 3(a)], where two identical slots140

connecting to the V1 and V2 ports are placed in parallel, with141

one shared metal trace (A) in between. The TX port is formed142

between this metal trace and a metal bridge (B) that connects143

the two sidewalls (C) of the slots at the left end. Meanwhile,144

at the right end of the duplexer, the two sidewalls along with145

a short metal overhang (D) also form the RX port. As a146

result, those two slots present themselves to be in shunt to147

the TX port and in series to the RX port. The electrical length148

between the TX and RX ports is set to be a quarter wavelength149

(λ/4). As Fig. 3(a) shows, signal injection at the TX port150

leads to V1 = V2 (required for the RHCP TX wave), and the151

coplanar-waveguide-like (CPW-like) field distribution in the152

two slots ideally gives equal potential between the two slot153

sidewalls, hence zero leakage to the RX port (or perfect TX-154

to-RX isolation). Next, in the RX mode when the LHCP wave155

creates V1 = −V2, the electrical potentials in the two slots are 156

summed and extracted at the RX port, but are shorted at the 157

TX port by the metal bridge (B). Through the λ/4 slots, such 158

a short is then transformed to an open to the RX port, so that 159

the RX signal is entirely diverted from the TX port (or perfect 160

ANT-to-TX isolation). 161

In summary, this duplexer mitigates any inherent insertion 162

loss, which is not avoidable in prior duplexing coupler designs, 163

if TX, RX, and ANT ports are matched. To realize such 164

matching, the impedances marked in Fig. 3(a) need to satisfy 165

Z 2
Slot = 2ZT X ZAnt (2) 166

ZRX = 2ZAnt. (3) 167

With (2) and (3), the TX port is matched to the common mode 168

of the antenna pair without “seeing” the RX, and the RX port 169

is matched to the differential mode of the antenna pair without 170

“seeing” the TX. 171

There are three points worth mentioning. First, the adopted 172

circular polarization also mitigates radar clutters caused by 173

the second reflection at the ground, since double reflection 174

turns the wave back to the RHCP mode, which is rejected 175

by the RX. Second, the TX-to-RX isolation of the presented 176

duplexer only relies on geometrical symmetry. The λ/4 section 177

only affects impedance matching for RX, but it is irrelevant 178

to the TX-to-RX isolation. Therefore, the duplexer should 179

have a broadband frequency response regarding isolation, as is 180

verified by the electromagnetic simulation in Fig. 3(b). The 181

TX-to-RX isolation with matched antenna ports is 34 dB. Such 182

finite isolation is due to the overhang of the RX port, which 183

slightly breaks the structural symmetry. The simulated TX-to- 184

ANT and ANT-to-RX insertion losses, mainly due to metal 185

resistivity, are only 0.4 and 1.6 dB, respectively. Third, the 186

TX-to-RX isolation protected by the geometrical symmetry 187

remains high even at large oblique angles of sensing, where 188

the wave degenerates to linear polarization. As presented 189

in Appendix A and the corresponding results in Fig. 4(b), 190

there is only a maximum 3 dB more inherent ANT-RX 191

insertion loss for 90◦ oblique angle and near-complete linear 192

polarization. In this work, the radiation to/from the pairing 193

lens is mostly concentrated within ∼±45◦ oblique angle range, 194

and the simulated, broadside antenna axial ratio including the 195

degradation from the duplexer structure is below 3 dB within 196

20-GHz bandwidth [see Fig. 4(c)]. As such, the insertion loss 197

increase is expected to be below 1 dB. 198

B. Isolation Degradation by Antenna Mismatch 199

Similar to other in-band full-duplex transceivers, antenna 200

mismatch that is unavoidable in broadband operation causes 201

extra TX-to-RX leakage. The effect of internal reflection at 202

the antenna interface is equivalent to having an object in close 203

proximity at the front of the radar. Fig. 5(a) shows an analytical 204

approach to model the leakage caused by antenna mismatch. 205

When a common mode excitation is fed into the antenna, at the 206

right side of Fig. 5(a), the active reflection coefficients �1 and 207

�2 are 208

�1 = s11 − j s12 and �2 = s22 + j s21 (4) 209
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Fig. 4. Axial ratio issue in the CP antenna: (a) axial ratio to amplitude
imbalance, (b) calculated extra insertion loss [based on (18)] at various oblique
angles and axial ratios, and (c) simulated axial ratio of our antenna (see
Section III-A).

respectively, where si j (i, j = 1,2) is the element of two-port210

scattering-parameter matrix of the turnstile antenna. Due to the211

reciprocity and symmetry of the turnstile antenna, one should212

further have213

s12 = s21, s11 = s22. (5)214

Now consider the reflected wave toward the TX and RX215

ports, the round trip through the 90◦ phase shifting leads to a216

total of 180◦ phase difference, and hence turns �1 to −�1 when217

it comes to the duplexer interface [the left side of Fig. 5(a)].218

Then, from the aforementioned mode analysis, the TX return219

loss STT,0 and TX-to-RX isolation SRT,0 are220

STT,0 = −�1 + �2

2
= j s21 (6)221

SRT,0 = �2 − (−�1)

2
= s11. (7)222

Here, the subscript “0” denotes the original isolation level (and223

return loss) due to antenna mismatch. Later on, an additional224

technique will be applied to improve it. The intriguing part225

of (6) and (7) is that, the matching of antenna (s11) contributes226

to the TX-to-RX isolation, while the crosstalk between two227

antenna polarizations (s21) contributes to the TX return loss.228

C. Adaptive Self-Interference Cancellation (SIC)229

To avoid saturation of the receiver, additional efforts are230

needed to compensate for the antenna mismatch and to231

improve the TX-to-RX isolation. A key observation from232

Fig. 5(a) is that antenna mismatch causes imbalanced reflec-233

tions in the two slots of the duplexer, and it is such an234

imbalance that induces differential-mode power flow into the235

RX port. As such, if certain additional imbalanced reflection is236

Fig. 5. Analysis of TX-to-RX leakage due to antenna mismatch. (a) Original
leakage from antenna reflection. (b) SIC with additional tunable devices and
equivalent circuits. (c) Simulated TX-to-RX leakage level. (d) Simulated SIC
tuning range.

intentionally created at the same interface, so that it precisely 237

cancels out the original reflection from the antenna, then the 238

overall leakage at the RX port is minimized. 239

To do that, two sets of transistors and MOS varactors are 240

inserted into the duplexer slots, as shown in Fig. 5(b). These 241

additional devices can be modeled as tunable resistors and 242

capacitors, and together with the transmission line model for 243

each slot, it can be derived that the extra reflection generated 244

by these devices in each slot is 245

�ex = − G + jωC

2Y0 + G + jωC
. (8) 246
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Such �ex in both slots (i.e., �ex+ and �ex−) can be directly247

added to the original antenna reflections −�1 and �2, if the248

condition |�ex| � 1 is assumed. Such a condition means249

that �ex is a small perturbation to the duplexer and the wave250

transmission through the added devices has nearly no loss.251

It is readily satisfied, because the original TX-to-RX leakage252

is small anyway when the antenna is reasonably well matched253

(hence only small compensation is required).254

Suppose |�ex| � 1, then in (8), |G + jωC| must be much255

smaller than 2Y0, so that (8) approximates to256

�ex ≈ − G + jωC

2Y0
. (9)257

At the RX port where the differential mode is extracted, the258

TX-to-RX isolation after adding the above tunable devices259

becomes260

SRT = SRT,0 + Scancel ≈ SRT,0 + �ex+ − �ex−
2

. (10)261

By substituting (7) and (9) into (10), we further get262

SRT ≈ s11 − �G + jω�C

4Y0
(11)263

where �G = Gex+ − Gex− and �C = Cex+ − Cex− are the264

device conductance and capacitance differences in the two265

slots. With a similar process, one can also get the new TX266

return loss as267

STT ≈ STT,0 + �ex+ + �ex−
2

= j s21 − Ḡ + jωC̄

2Y0
(12)268

where Ḡ = (Gex++Gex−)/2 and C̄ = (Cex++Cex−)/2 are the269

average device conductance and capacitance in the two slots.270

Note that these added tunable devices essentially introduce a271

tradeoff between the TX return loss and TX-to-RX isolation.272

A larger �G + jω�C in (11) is able to compensate for a273

larger nonideal antenna mismatch (i.e., s11), but that comes274

with the cost of a worse |STT|, because Ḡ + jωC̄ in (12) is275

likely to be larger as well since no negative G or C is possible276

in this scenario.2277

In order to size the tunable devices, the actual antenna278

mismatch (equivalent to the isolation/leakage; recall from279

Section II-B) is simulated in Fig. 5(c), while the antenna280

details are discussed in Section III-A. According to (11),281

device tuning ranges �G and �C limit the leakage can-282

cellation ability. As illustrated in Fig. 5(d), after carefully283

considering the tradeoffs between TX return loss and TX-to-284

RX isolation, the original leakage from 140 to 152 GHz is285

fully covered by the device impedance tuning range in the286

polar plot, so that effective leakage cancellation is applied287

at every frequency point within the bandwidth. In practice,288

because of the parasitics of devices, the actual device tuning289

range on the polar plot is distorted from a perfect rectangular290

shape with respect to the real and imaginary axes, as plotted291

in Fig. 5(d).292

Furthermore, as illustrated in Fig. 6, the dispersive character293

of antenna reflection makes the corresponding group delay294

2A larger �G between the two slots means a larger Ḡ , once the smaller G
in one of the slots diminishes to zero. The same applies to C .

Fig. 6. Antenna mismatch issues: (a) leakage caused by internal reflection
at the antenna interface, (b) simulated group delay of antenna reflection, and
(c) theoretical IF spectrum with leakage.

Fig. 7. Adaptive SIC feedback loop with the antenna and duplexer. A closed-
loop small-signal transfer function is equivalent to an active HPF.

time vary at different frequencies [20–70 ps between 132– 295

156 GHz in our simulation in Fig. 6(b)]. Since this group 296

delay time is equivalent to the time of flight for that “fake 297

object,” the dynamic feature mimics its movement. Thus, 298

when a wide-band signal (e.g., FMCW chirp) is applied, 299

this dispersive antenna mismatch dynamically changes the 300

instantaneous leakage level. 301

This dispersion of antenna mismatch, therefore, requires a 302

dynamic SIC. For different frequencies in an FMCW chirp, 303

the original TX-to-RX leakage at the antenna interface varies 304

and the bias voltages of the SIC tunable devices must change 305
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Fig. 8. Behavioral simulation of the closed-loop response for the SIC
feedback.

according to (11). A lookup table-based approach is not306

desired, because the calibration of each individual chip is307

needed, and PVT variation may render the SIC less effective308

over time. In order to automate the dynamic SIC, a feedback309

control loop similar to that in [25] is adopted, in which the310

tunable device bias voltages are generated from low-pass-311

filtered (LPF) RX baseband I/Q signals serving as indicators312

for the leakage amplitude and phase (see Fig. 7). A variable-313

gain-amplifier-based (VGA-based) phase tuner is applied to314

arbitrarily control the sign and phase of the I/Q signals.315

A second-stage baseband amplifier generates an open-loop316

gain of feedback that is large for a low-IF leakage signal and317

small for the high-IF radar echo signals. Note that a one-time318

sign control and phase tuning are needed to ensure the negative319

feedback operation, so that the dynamic leakage is always320

effectively canceled along the shortest path on the polar plot321

in Fig. 5(d) and the whole loop never self-oscillates. Details322

of the SIC circuits are given in Section III-D.323

As explained in Fig. 7, after closing the feedback loop,324

the adaptive closed-loop response is equivalent to an active325

high-pass filter (HPF), which suppresses the sub-THz leakage326

that causes the low-frequency IF output. Such adaptive SIC327

is then able to prevent LNA saturation. It is noteworthy328

that accurate numerical simulation of this SIC feedback is329

difficult, since it requires an antenna and nonlinear circuit330

simulations from sub-THz all the way down to MHz IF331

frequencies. Therefore, a system-level behavioral simulation is332

performed using MATLAB by treating the sub-THz receiver333

chain (excluding the antenna) as a nondispersive linear transfer334

function. The results are shown in Fig. 8: the isolation curve335

tracks the sweeping during the FMCW chirp, and leakage336

suppression always occurs at the instantaneous frequency. This337

is also manifested in the polar plot in Fig. 8: the adaptive SIC338

Fig. 9. System architecture of the monostatic radar transceiver chip.

is actually “moving” the whole antenna reflection curve around 339

the complex plane, so that the point on the curve corresponding 340

to the instantaneous frequency remains close to the origin. 341

D. System Architecture 342

Fig. 9 shows the system architecture of the presented 343

transceiver chip. Two ×8 multiplier chains are used to turn an 344

input at ∼17.5 GHz to the TX and LO signals at ∼140 GHz. 345

In both the TX and LO paths, 4-stage, two-way power ampli- 346

fiers (PAs) are adopted. The TX, ANT, and RX signals are 347

circulated by the full-duplexer presented in Section II-A. The 348

RX chain includes a two-stage low-noise amplifier (LNA), and 349

the output of the LNA is connected to two mixers for I/Q 350

downconversion. The I/Q IF signals are then fed into both the 351

SIC feedback loop and the outputs of the chip. In the I/Q IF 352

paths, HPFs are inserted before the IF amplifiers for further 353

suppression of the leakage at the IF outputs. 354

III. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATIONS 355

A. Integrated Hollow Turnstile Antenna Design 356

The on-chip turnstile antenna in this work, shown in 357

Fig. 10(a), is based on a crossed hollow bow-tie design, with 358

a PCB metal reflector behind the silicon substrate. Due to the 359

high dielectric constant of silicon, most of the radiated wave 360

goes into silicon first and is then reflected back from the PCB 361

reflector, leading to frontside radiation. The substrate thickness 362

is chosen to be 150 μm, or about a quarter wavelength at 363

140 GHz in silicon, so that the reflected wave is added in 364

phase with the original frontside radiation to the air. Next, 365

we describe the design details of the antenna to simultane- 366

ously achieve the following goals: 1) broadband matching for 367

improved TX-to-RX isolation and relaxed SIC requirement; 2) 368

maximum radiation efficiency for enhanced radar operational 369

range; and 3) a low axial ratio of circular polarization for 370

efficient full duplexing described in Section II. 371
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Fig. 10. Integrated hollow turnstile antenna design: (a) antenna geometry
with duplexer connection, (b) current distribution of the traditional turnstile
antenna, and (c) current distribution of the hollow turnstile antenna; square
opening with additional solid GND aside.

The cross bow-ties are chosen for their high inherent372

bandwidth compared to normal dipoles. Two step lines [see373

Fig. 10(a)] are then adopted for the impedance matching to374

the duplexer slots. It is noteworthy that the simulated current375

distribution in Fig. 10(b) shows a strong coupling between the376

antenna layer and the feedlines. Such coupling disturbs the377

antenna resonance and degrades both the radiation efficiency378

and axial ratio. Interestingly, we also observe from Fig. 10(b)379

that, most currents contributing to radiation are gathered only380

on the edges of each fan of the bow-tie, whereas the undesired381

coupling happens mainly in the middle of the fan. Such a382

phenomenon is utilized in our design: the middle of each fan383

is made to be hollow [see Fig. 10(c)], so that the coupling with384

feedlines is significantly reduced without much disturbance of385

the desired radiation currents. Moreover, the hollow antenna386

fans also have less blockage of the reflected wave from387

the PCB reflector, which improves the radiation efficiency.388

As plotted in Fig. 11(a), the hollow shape alone improves the389

radiation efficiency from 20% to 32%. Note that the simulated390

radiation efficiency plotted in Fig. 11(a) includes the duplexer391

loss.392

The geometrical symmetry of the antenna plus its feedlines393

is critical to keeping the axial ratio low. In [29], that is394

achieved with four identical feedlines on the four quads of395

the circularly polarized antennas. Our work [see Fig. 10(a)],396

in comparison, adopts a dual-feed scheme for the compactness397

of the duplexer structure. To keep the geometrical symmetry of398

the antenna, two dummy feedlines without an electrical con-399

nection to the antenna are added. The ground opening around400

the antenna also has a square shape [see Fig. 10(c)], in order401

to keep structural symmetry and the circular polarization of402

the radiation. The simulation in Fig. 11(b) shows that these403

efforts, along with the hollow antenna shape, reduce the axial404

ratio to below 3 dB.405

Fig. 11. Simulated results of antenna design (duplexer loss included):
(a) radiation efficiency, (b) axial ratio, and (c) antenna directivity and gain.

Fig. 11(c) shows the simulated antenna directivity and gain 406

under TX and RX cases. The single shared antenna topology 407

caused nearly the same directivity number for TX and RX. 408

Nevertheless, the difference in antenna gains between TX and 409

RX indicates slightly higher duplexer loss in the RX case, 410

which is due to the extra radiation loss from duplexer slots 411

under differential mode operation (RX). 412

B. Sub-THz Transmitter Chain 413

The sub-THz transmitter chain contains a four-stage, two- 414

way PA. The schematics of the PA are shown in Fig. 12(a), 415

where each stage has a cross-coupled topology for neu- 416

tralization. GCPW-slot-based power splitters/combiners are 417

adopted at the input-output of the PA, to generate ultralow-loss 418

power splitting and combining. Compared to the traditional 419

transformer-based combiner commonly used for PAs, the 420

smooth transition from the slot to GCPW in the presented split- 421

ters/combiners effectively reduces insertion loss and increases 422

PA output power. Detailed principles of the structure are 423

discussed in [31]. Fig. 12(b) shows the simulated insertion 424

loss of the power combiner at the PA output. Considering 425
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Fig. 12. TX PA design. (a) PA schematics. (b) Return loss and power transfer
for the combiner. (c) Simulated PA power gain and output power.

that the power splitting ratio is 1:4, the ideal, lossless power426

transmission of the combiner is −6 dB. Therefore, the actual427

insertion loss of the combiner is only 0.8 dB. Thanks to428

such ultralow insertion loss, the PA has a simulated output429

power over 11 dBm across 18-GHz bandwidth, as shown in430

Fig. 12(c). The simulated PA gain within that bandwidth is431

around 15 dB.432

C. Sub-THz Receiver Chain433

The sub-THz receiver chain starts from a 140-GHz LNA434

with two cascaded neutralized stages and a noise-matched435

input balun. The LNA schematics together with the input balun436

are illustrated in Fig. 13(a), and its simulation results are in437

Fig. 13(b) and (c). The simulated gain, noise figure (NF),438

and Pin,1 dB of the LNA including the input balun are 11 dB,439

7.3 dB, and −6.5 dBm, respectively. A tradeoff between the440

LNA gain and linearity is intentionally applied here, in order441

to conservatively protect the RX from saturation due to the442

potential TX-to-RX leakage. The output of the LNA is then443

connected to two mixers for I-Q downconversion. Passive444

Gilbert mixer topology is chosen to avoid excessive flicker445

noise that disturbs the SIC feedback loop and lowers the446

sensitivity. The simulated SSB NF of the LNA plus mixer447

chain is below 12 dB across 20-GHz bandwidth. The I/Q448

LO signals are generated from two identical four-stage, one-449

way PAs with a topology similar to that of the PAs in TX,450

except that there are no splitters or combiners. To create451

the quadrature LO phases, a Lange coupler is added to the452

Fig. 13. RX LNA design. (a) LNA schematics. (b) Simulated LNA gain and
NF. (c) Simulated LNA 1 dB input compression point.

Fig. 14. Schematics and simulated performance of the IF circuits.

inputs of LO PAs. Fig. 14 shows the schematics and simulated 453

performance of the IF circuits implemented at each I/Q path. 454

The mixer outputs go through an HPF first and then an IF 455

amplifier, so that the leakage signal can be further suppressed 456

down at the IF domain. 457

D. SIC Circuits 458

The block diagram of SIC circuits is shown in Fig. 15(a), 459

and the open-loop SIC feedback consists of two cascaded 460

stages. The first stage is a VGA-based phase tuner (rotator), 461

and its schematic is shown in Fig. 15(b). The VGA config- 462

uration is similar to that in [32], which has a highly linear 463

response to rotating the I/Q signals in the first quadrant. Then 464

by switching signs for the differential inputs of both I and 465

Q routes, a complete 360◦ rotation can be achieved. The 466

second stage of the SIC feedback is basically two IF amplifiers 467

with off-chip capacitive loads [see Fig. 15(c)], which serve as 468

two active LPFs. The passband of the open-loop SIC circuits 469

is determined by the IF frequency from antenna reflection- 470

induced leakage, which can be calculated by the antenna group 471

delay and applied FMCW chirp rate. As shown in Fig. 6(b), the 472

maximum simulated group delay is below 70 ps, so under the 473

FMCW chirp rate (10.24 μs per chirp) used in measurement, 474
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Fig. 15. SIC feedback circuits. (a) Block diagram for open-loop circuits.
(b) First stage of open-loop circuits. (c) Second stage of open-loop circuits.

Fig. 16. Schematics of the input multiplier chain. Simulated performance of
the ×4 multiplier and doubler.

the corresponding IF frequency for leakage should be below475

100 kHz. With tradeoffs on phase margin and roll-off for476

the open-loop active LPF, the final design of the open-loop477

SIC circuits shows an overall simulated frequency response as478

illustrated in Fig. 7.479

E. Input Multiplier Chain480

An input multiplier chain is implemented to provide both481

the TX and LO signals. As shown in Fig. 9, the first stage482

Fig. 17. Measured dc power consumption for different subcircuits.

Fig. 18. Photographs of (a) 140-GHz monostatic radar transceiver chip and
(b) chip assembly with PCBs and TX/RX chain measurement setups.

of the chain is a 70-GHz, ×4 multiplier, whose schematics 483

are shown in Fig. 16. The 70-GHz signal is then split into 484

two paths for TX and LO through two VGA-based phase 485

shifters, as illustrated in Fig. 16. These phase shifters can 486

adjust the relative phase between TX and LO, which is set 487

to zero for default monostatic operations. Lastly, the 70-GHz 488

signals in both paths are sent to two identical doublers (see 489

Fig. 16) to generate the final 140-GHz signals. The doubler 490

consists of three cascaded buffer stages, in order to improve 491

the conversion efficiency of the last doubler stage. 492

IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS 493

The chip is fabricated using a 65-nm bulk CMOS tech- 494

nology, with 3.1 mm2 of area and 405 mW of measured 495
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Fig. 19. TX/RX chain measurement results. (a) TX EIRP, total radiated power, and TX (PA) power. (b) RX CG and NF. (c) TX/RX radiation patterns.

power consumption (see Fig. 17). The die micrograph and496

the system assembly are shown in Fig. 18. The chip is497

mounted on a PCB with standard wire bonding. Enabled by498

the monostatic frontside radiation scheme, the chip can pair499

with a detachable planar lens with 39 × 39 × 1.3 mm3 size500

[see Fig. 18(b)]. Realized via 3-D polymer and metal additive501

printing, the lens has 24 × 24 metasurface resonator units502

based on metal-grating structures with various dimensions to503

offer 0◦–315◦ (with 45◦ step size) local phase shifting [33].504

Compared to a standard dielectric lens used in [15], it has an505

ultralow profile (91.7% lower for the lens itself, and 40.7%506

lower for the overall height) and offers broadband, ∼15 dB of507

gain boosting.508

A. TX/RX Chain Performances509

For TX measurement, the chip input is connected to a signal510

source (N5173B) without frequency modulation and radiates511

out 140-GHz power. The chip package is fixed on a rotational512

stage movable in both azimuth (φ) and elevation (θ ) angles513

[see Fig. 18(b)]. The power is then received by a VDI WR-514

6.5 horn antenna. A VDI Erickson PM5 powermeter is used515

for accurate measurement of absolute radiated power, and a516

VDI WR-6.5 spectrum analyzer extender (SAX) driven by517

an LO source (E8257D) is used to measure the radiation518

pattern and spectrum [see Fig. 18(b)]. Since the chip radiates519

a circularly polarized wave while the VDI horn antenna is520

for linear polarization, chip radiation patterns in both φ = 0◦
521

and φ = 90◦ planes are measured, with two orthogonal linear522

polarizations (x and y polarizations) in each plane, and the523

total radiated power is calculated by adding the results from524

both polarizations together. A similar treatment is applied in525

the RX measurement as well.526

In the RX measurement [see Fig. 18(b)], the IF outputs of527

the chip are connected to a spectrum analyzer (N9020A), and528

the VDI horn antenna is now used as a radiator driven by a529

VDI WR-6.5 signal generator extender (SGX). This setup is530

used to measure the RX conversion gain (CG) and NF. The RX531

radiation pattern is also measured, in order to check whether532

accurate TX and RX beam alignment is obtained.533

With the calculation from the Friis equation, the measured534

peak effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) [see Fig. 19(a)]535

is 25.2 dBm with the lens and 9.8 dBm without the lens. The536

measured, lens-enhanced radiation patterns for both TX and 537

RX are shown in Fig. 19(c). Not only a sharp (∼4◦) beam 538

profile, but also accurate TX and RX beam alignment are 539

observed, thanks to the monostatic configuration of the chip. 540

Based on the measured radiation directivity and the simulated 541

radiation efficiency without the lens, the total TX radiated 542

power and the PA-generated power are estimated to be 6.2 and 543

11.2 dBm, respectively. Fig. 19(a) also shows that the chip 544

3-dB TX bandwidth is 15 GHz (i.e., from 133 to 148 GHz). 545

The measured PA-generated power matches well with the 546

simulation results in Fig. 12(a). 547

Using the gain method discussed in [15], the measured RX 548

CG and SSB NF are given in Fig. 19(b). The minimum SSB 549

NF, including the antenna and duplexer loss, is 20.2 dB for 550

both I/Q paths. After de-embedding the simulated antenna and 551

duplexer loss, the minimum SSB NF for the receiver circuits 552

only is estimated to be 12.9 dB, which is close to the simulated 553

value of 12 dB. 554

B. Radar Detection Setups and Results 555

To perform the actual monostatic radar detection, the setup 556

in Fig. 20 is established. An FMCW chirp signal centered 557

around 4.375 GHz is first generated by an off-chip DDS board 558

(AD9164-FMCC-EBZ) and then sent to the chip input through 559

an off-chip ×4 multiplier chain. The original FMCW signal 560

from the DDS board has a bandwidth of 427.5 MHz and a 561

chirp period of 10.24 μs; so after the off-chip ×4 and on- 562

chip ×8 multiplication, the sub-THz bandwidth of the radar 563

output is 14 GHz, which is within the available hardware 564

bandwidth measured in Fig. 19(a). The I/Q IF outputs of the 565

chip receiving the echoed signal are then sent to an off-chip 566

digitizer (NI-PXI-5105). The IF signal is synchronized with 567

the transmitted FMCW chirps through a global clock between 568

the DDS DAC and the digitizer. The setup hardware is con- 569

trolled by an Arduino microcontroller board, and the digitized 570

radar signal is further processed in a PC. 571

The radar ranging measurement results are shown in 572

Fig. 21(a). Since the radar utilizes circularly polarized waves, 573

commonly used corner reflectors cannot be set as test objects 574

because they generate double reflections, hence the same 575

handedness of the circular polarization between TX and RX 576

waves. Instead, a planar metal plate is used as the object 577
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Fig. 20. 140-GHz radar detection setup.

Fig. 21. Radar detection demonstration: (a) range detection and (b) measured
TX-to-RX isolation performance.

for the presented radar detection. In Fig. 21(a), the metal578

plate is placed in front of the radar, and after background579

scattering calibration and basic signal processing (e.g., Fourier580

transform), a clear detection peak is observed on the detection581

spectrum. The corresponding detected target location (dis-582

tance = 215 cm) agrees well with the actual physical distance583

between the metal plate and the radar. Note that the spurious584

Fig. 22. Radar range-Doppler detection demonstration.

tones close to the target peak and ∼10 dB lower in power 585

are due to nonlinear distortion of the generated FMCW signal 586

from the DDS board and the off-chip multiplier chain. 587

With the same setup, the TX-to-RX isolation performance 588

is also measured by comparing the IF signal spectrum with 589

and without the SIC feedback loop closed. As demonstrated 590

in Fig. 21(b), under a 14-GHz FMCW chirp modulation, 591

excessive IF components below 100 kHz are observed, which 592

corresponds to the TX-to-RX leakage and the simulated 593

antenna group delay (see Fig. 6), as discussed in Section II. 594

When the SIC feedback loop is closed, such low-frequency 595

components are decreased by 8.3 dB on average, which shows 596

the effectiveness of the SIC loop. The inset in Fig. 21(b) 597

also shows the original isolation level without SIC over the 598

operation frequency range, which is acquired by feeding the 599

chip with a single-tone signal and measuring the corresponding 600

dc voltages (due to homodyne mixing between the TX-to- 601

RX leakage and the RX LO) at both I/Q IF outputs. Such 602

isolation is solely provided by the electromagnetic wave mode 603

duplexing. That, along with the additional SIC suppression, 604

leads to overall isolation of ∼33.3 dB for the system under 605

the 14-GHz FMCW chirping. 606

When the metal plate moves along the longitudinal direction 607

in front of the radar, Doppler effects occur. By performing one 608

more dimension of Fourier transform, a 2-D range-Doppler 609

spectrum [34] is obtained in Fig. 22, corresponding to both 610

the target position and its velocity. 611

V. CONCLUSION 612

In-band TX/RX-antenna-sharing generally implies the 613

breaking of reciprocity. For on-chip systems, due to the lack 614

of nonmagnetic components, nonreciprocity requires either: 1) 615

time-varying or nonlinear components or 2) passive four-port 616

networks such as directional/hybrid couplers. However, the 617

former is not suitable for high-frequency operations, and the 618

latter has 3 dB + 3 dB inherent loss. This article shows that, 619

in the case of radar sensing, the above seemingly fundamental 620

dilemma can be well addressed: monostatic operation is real- 621

ized through a fully passive antenna and duplexer structures 622
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TABLE I

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH OTHER STATE-OF-THE-ART INTEGRATED MONOSTATIC RADARS

without inherent loss. It is important to clarify that such an623

advance does not imply that the above theory of reciprocity624

fails to hold. That is because the TX and RX signals through625

the ANT port differ in their electromagnetic modes, and our626

duplexing interface is still reciprocal. It is also noteworthy that627

in our design, the TX-to-RX isolation—the most critical and628

challenging metric in full duplex systems—is protected by the629

geometrical symmetry of on-chip passives, which holds over630

a wide frequency range with no inherent power waste penalty.631

Although the mismatch of the ANT port degrades the isolation,632

that is partially compensated by our adaptive SIC technique.633

Table I summarizes the comparison between this work and634

other state-of-the-art integrated monostatic radars. Compared635

to other works, the presented chip achieves the highest total636

radiated power and is the only one that has a >30 dB TX-to-637

RX isolation level while mitigating the 6-dB inherent coupler638

loss. Even higher isolation was achieved by other works but639

with specific limitations: the 47.3 dB isolation level achieved640

in [4] requires manual impedance tuning of the duplexer641

and is in a narrow, 0.7-GHz bandwidth with a lower center642

frequency of 24 GHz. The 40 dB isolation level in [25] is643

only reported in a narrow-band measurement, although its644

system bandwidth is 5 GHz. Thanks to the frontside radiation645

scheme, our system can be paired with a detachable 3-D646

printed planar lens, which not only boosts the directivity at647

a low cost, but also develops the great potential for further648

beam manipulation, such as electrical beam steering using649

large-scale reflect/transmit arrays.650

APPENDIX A651

DUPLEXER LOSS RELATED TO ANTENNA AXIAL RATIO652

The circular polarization of the turnstile antenna relies on653

the two orthogonal linear polarizations with equal amplitude.654

However, the radiation strength of one bow-tie (or dipole) 655

antenna varies significantly at large oblique angles. As shown 656

in Fig. 4(a), in the y–z plane, when the elevation angle θ 657

goes to 0◦ or 180◦, the red dipole reaches the null of its 658

radiation pattern, while the blue one still maintains strong 659

radiation. Therefore, the overall polarization at that angle 660

becomes almost linear, or the axial ratio AR approaches 661

infinity. As the simulation in Fig. 4(b) shows, AR increases to 662

3 dB at θ = 30◦ and 6 dB at θ = 60◦. 663

Such axial ratio degradation is translated to imbalanced 664

amplitudes of RX signals in the two slot lines of the duplexer 665

in Fig. 4(a). Without loss of generality, we assume that 666

the radiation of the bow-tie connecting to the blue route 667

in Fig. 4(a) has a larger degradation at a certain angle, 668

correspondingly normalizes the RX voltage in the blue route, 669

and denotes the RX voltage in the red route as −A, where 670

A ≥ 1 is a real number. The above minus sign represents 671

the round trip 180◦ phase shift in the red route, as explained 672

in Section II. Based on reciprocity, A is doubly affected by 673

the degradation of axial ratio AR in both the TX and RX 674

processes, so according to the definition of AR (AR > 1), A 675

can be expressed as 676

A = AR2. (13) 677

The differential voltage received by the RX port of the 678

duplexer is then 679

VRX = 1 − (−A) = 1 + A. (14) 680

Recall from (3), the RX port impedance ZRX is twice the 681

antenna impedance ZAnt, so the RX received power is 682

PRX = (1 + A)2

2ZRX
= (1 + A)2

4ZAnt
. (15) 683
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In comparison, the total power received from the two bow-ties684

is685

Ptot = 12

2ZAnt
+ A2

2ZAnt
= 1 + A2

2ZAnt
. (16)686

Thus, the overall TX→ANT→RX power efficiency, compared687

to a radar using only linearly polarized waves, is688

η = PRX

Ptot
= (1 + A)2

2
(
1 + A2

) =
(
1 + AR2

)2

2
(
1 + AR4

) . (17)689

From Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, we have η ≤1. The overall690

duplex insertion loss, in dB, is then691

L = 10 log10

(
1

η

)
= 10 log10

2
(
1 + AR4

)
(
1 + AR2

)2 . (18)692

When AR = 1 (circular polarization), we have η = 1 and693

L = 0 dB. Interestingly, even in the worst scenario when AR694

is infinity (linear polarization), we still have η = 0.5 or L =695

3 dB, which is 3 dB better than directional/hybrid coupler-696

based duplex solutions.697

Plotting (18) in dB scale gives the curve as shown in698

Fig. 4(b).699
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